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Upgrade Path Testing

Abstract
Upgrade path testing, also called up-gradation testing, sounds a bit unusual. But testing
upgrades is an important part of the software life cycle.
What exactly does upgrade path mean to software? Suppose your company developed a
product which was rolled out into the market with version 1.0. Due to few showstopper
defects, your company needs to deliver version 1.1 which could be a Patch or a Hot Fix.
What are the different things which should be evaluated and tested so that we can say the
up-gradation is working correctly? How do we test an upgrade?
On a high level, we test an upgrade path using the following techniques:
» Installation Testing
» Database Testing
» Application Testing
» Documentation Testing

Installation Testing
Why is this type of testing required?
When you are delivering a new version with bug fixes there is a high possibility that the
code is changed or modified. Installation testing helps confirm that the right changes are
going into the correct folders. For example, suppose there is a folder which contains all the
HTML files which have updated. Does the CSS folder also need to be updated? If we update
the HTML files without updating related CSS files, the color/fonts and other attributes will
not be reflected correctly.

How do we test?
Most of the time, installation testing is done with the help of the Software Configuration
Management (SCM) team as we have to evaluate both the old system and the upgraded
path.
The first testing is folder level validation. All folders with the timestamps are checked so
we can revisit which are the folders that are copied to the system by this installation
procedure.
Second the size of the files which are modified are tested and compared with the earlier
version. This could be white or black box testing. In white box testing, the tester must
open the file and check if the code actually exists or not. In black box testing the tester
must check the file size since it should definitely differ from the old file size. If the tester
finds any discrepancies he or she can open a defect with HIGH severity and HIGH priority.
Some companies perform installation testing for the complete application. For example,
suppose a new company would like to buy version 1.1 directly and is not concerned about
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the issues or settings for V1.0. Installation testing must be performed for this scenario in a
similar manner.
The diagram below shows the verification of the installation testing process. New code is
copied into a folder “patch” and the tester views the change in the timestamp of the folder.

Exhibit 1: Verification Process of Installation Testing

After the installation

Before the installation

Database Testing
Why is this type of testing required?
Database testing will play a significant role since it will start with the upgrade script. This
testing will be done with the Database Administrative team (DBA).

How do we test?
The database instance needs to be stopped or brought down and a backup of the database
will be taken and stored. An Upgrade Script will be executed and a new database will be
delivered. The tester must open the database log file and check if all the records are
inserted or applied correctly. Any database error is reported as a defect.
Most often either a new table or a relation is added to the database; hence the strategy for
database testing lies in testing the BLANK database, i.e. the first install the Default
Database V1.0. This database will have only the tables and relation and not the “DATA” as
such.
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Then the tester must apply the alter scripts (Upgrade Script) and check if there are any
errors in the log file. If there are no errors, connect the Database with the application and
try to execute few test scenarios which have the basic flow of the application. This is done
to make sure that the data is correctly being entered into the application and to verify there
is no error for inserting or updating any database record.

Exhibit 2: Sample Installation Screen

Application Testing
Why is this type of testing required?
Application testing is performed when both the installation testing and database testing is
complete and the application is responding correctly.

How do we test?
Application testing has two separate paths; first is deploy the application V1.0 with a BLANK
database, i.e., with the default database, and then upgrade the system to V1.1 and perform
the basic flow test.
The second path is to take the application V1.0 which has data in the database, i.e., the
Production environment, run the upgrade path and convert the application to V1.1. Check if
all data which was present in V1.0 is reflected in V1.1. Also check if the user is able to
perform the basic flow actions and the system is performing efficiently.
Application testing also involves testing all the path or counters of the application. For
example, suppose the functionality of a module is to upload and store the file at a physical
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location. All files which were uploaded earlier need to check for their consistency. Files
which are uploaded after the up-gradation need to be verified and the timestamp of the file
which is uploaded needs to be checked.
With the Application Under Test (AUT) you will have to modify some of the earlier records.
For example, suppose you are testing a web-based banking application which has payments
associated with it. During Up-gradation testing, you will need to open a Payment record
which was created in V1.0 and modify it. The tester should be able to perform this action
since this simple flow might involve data interaction with many Tables and primary and
secondary constrains.

Documentation Testing
Why is this type of testing required?
Documentation testing provides verification of the Release Notes or Installation procedures
associates with an upgraded application. It is performed after the application is tested in all
respects. This plays a significant role since customers often read the Release Notes or
Installation procedures to install or upgrade their system.

How do we test?
Testing the documentation involves understanding the detail procedures and any
workaround or any known issues which are still open. For example, the upgrade user
should be advised to take a backup of the existing database, all the uploaded files or
configuration files as applicable based on the upgrade. The release notes may require
specific notes and instructions for copying requested/required files to a new location. All
pre-requisites which should be written into the release notes or installation instructions
should be uncovered here. The dos and don’ts of installation must be verified before the
installer can be delivered to a customer.

Summary
Nearly 60 percent of software development projects are considered maintenance and these
usually require either a Hot Fix or Patch Version to be delivered to a customer. Knowing
that different customers are on different versions or your application means Up-gradation
Testing must play an important role to minimize errors. Upgrade Path Testing includes
Installation, Database, Application and Documentation testing and can help minimize
defects in the installation of new patches and fixes. Such testing should be well defined
with checkpoints established ahead of time.
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